Kennedy's Pea ce Corps Employs
500 Workers in Many Fields

Homecoming to Present
Woocly Herman & Band

The first major weekend of the year, Homecoming, has just been
announced by the Homecoming Committee, under the co-chairmanship of Cindy Smith and Dave Jacobson. This annual affair, welcoming back all alumni, will begin Friday, November 3. The theme
for this year's celebration is "JUST JAZZ" and all alumni, present
students, and friends are urged to attend.
The main attraction of Home- morning, a Bromo Brunch will be
coming will be the dance to be held held in the Runnals Union at 10 :00
Friday, between 9 p.m. and 1 a.m. a. m. The weekend concludes with
This year we have the pleasure to the fraternities competing in the
present the great band of Woody Woodmen's Meet, 2 :00 p.m. at
Herman. Woody will play some of Johnson Pond.
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PARENT S1 WEEKEND SCHEDULE

! FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13
2:00 p.m. Freshman Football Game vs. Maine Central Institute at Seaverns Field.
7:00 to 8:00 p.m. Open House at the Bixler Center , where
an exhibition of paintings, drawings, and ceramics
by Henry Varnum Poor is featured. Refreshments
will be served.
8:00 p.m. Averill Lecture : "The Limitations of Science" by
Polykarp ICusch, Nobel Prize Scientist, in Given
Auditorium.
SATURDAY , OCTOBER 14
8:00 to 10:30 a.m. Registration in Miller Library
8:30 to 10 :30 a.m. Glasses Open for Visits
*Coffee will be served in the Faculty Lounge of the
Lovejoy Building.
*The Dean of Men and the Dean of Women will
be in their offices throughout the morning.
11:30 a.m. Luncheon in Wadsworth Field House
Speakers : For the Parents, Charles Williamson
For the College, President Stridor
1:30 p.m, Varsity Football at Seaverns Field
Colby vs. Springfield College
Following the Game: Reception by the President
and the Faculty in Roberts Union.
8:30 p.m, An Evening of Dance and Music in Runnals
Union
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
11:00 a.m, Worship in Lorimer Chapel led by Chaplain
Osborne.
¦
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by Camilo Marquez
A Peace Corps Field Representative, Miss Ruth R. O'Brien , will spend the day at Colby on Wednesday, November 1.
The Peace Corps is one, or perhaps the only, original idea of the Kennedy administration . It has
had the deep interest of the President from pre-election, days. With his concern , red-tape was cut
and machinery was put into operation to realize the plans quickly.
Even before there was any legal sanction for the project, it was given a three week intensive
government study under Andrew
Rice at Colorado College. The commission found it to be a workable
and timely enterprise. It came at a
time when there was a need to do
something constructive in the field
of foreign affairs , when there was
a need in under-developed countries for middle-level technical manpower.
After W. W. II, it was mainly
religious organizations which had
fulfilled the need. Now , an efficient
sytem of selection and training is
coordinated by the federal government. The Peace Corps program is
a working one. The participants will
not be advisors , but will live and
work as and with the counterpart
national . The program will be mutually planned and instituted.
There are various dangers in the
project. There are questions as to
where and how it fits into the federal structure. It may not fill the
real necessities of the countries it
plans to serve. It may hamper the
effectiveness of non-governmental
resources in the same field. As well,
the government may not coordinate
the program with existing projects
of the U.N. and multi-lateral agreements. There is the very important
matter of proper selection and qualAustin, Texas (UPS) — Two patriotic groups, Texans for Ameriification.
ca and the Daughters of the American Revolution , have objected to
There are now around 500 canseveral grade school and hi gh school texts because of their commundidates in the field in training.
istic iand_socialistic : influence, on Texas school, children.
Many are working as secondary
Among the books the State Textbook Committee was asked to re- school teachers and teacher's aides.
ject is a hi gh school history text by a Southern Methodist University Others are working in farm produc¦
——
1 professor : J. Evetts Haley, a lead- tion , irrigation , medicine, sanitaer of Texans for America, objected tion , engineering, carpentry, brickto the book on the grounds that its laying, youth work , university
author had "Communist-front con- teaching, library administration ,
nections. " According to the pub- communication and town planning.
lisher of the text in question , the They vary between the ages of 20
organization Haley mentioned is not and 60 and come from all 50 states.
The program seems to be working
on the Attorney General's list of
On Sunday, October 15, at 4 :00 subversive groups.
successfully. There has been a very
p.m., Dr. Peter A. Bertocci , ProThe written objection to the book enthusiastic response on the part
fessor of Philosophy at Boston Col- read in part : "We further object of Americans , and tho foreign counlege , will inaugurate the special to this book because recognized au- tries whore they aro serving have
series of vesper services. His topic thorities on subversion have pointed received them with similar enthusiwill be , "Achieving Maturity and out that statements , associations, asm.
R eli gion."
and affiliations of tho above named
The success is duo in part to good
Dr. Bertocci graduated from Bos- writers (mentioned in the text) management by the Americans and
ton University in 1931 with Honors have called their loyalties into ques- the attitude of the other countries.
.
in Philosoph y and was elected to tion. "
There is a six hour qualifying exam
Phi Beta Kappa. Ho received his
The statement listed the follow- given periodically and an intensive
A.M. from Harvard University in ing "questionable" writers : Sher- two month training period for the
1932 and his Ph.D. from Boston wood Anderson , Maxwell Anderson , selected candidates. The individuals
University in 1935, after working Stephen Bonet , Ralph Bundle Aar- are skilled in their particular field
,
on his dissertation at Cambridge , on Copoland , Brace Eliver Jr., and are expected to serve responsi,
England.
Henry S. Commager, Charlie Chap- bly in that field. Thoro is no propaHo taught Psychology and Phil- lin , Theodore Breiser , W. E. Dodd , ganda or politicking; there aro na
osophy at Bates College and , in A. Ein st. in , "Willi am Faulkner, Dor- ugly Americans.
1944, lie returned to Boston Univ- othy Canfiold Fisher , Ernest HemSuch is tho typo of assistance
ersity as Professor of Philosophy. ingway, Sinclair Lewis, All an NovBooks which Dr. Bertocci has pub- ins, Eugene O'Neil , Paul Robeson , that tho underdeveloped countries
lished include : Tho Empirical Ar- Upton Sinclair , Ida M. Tarbol l , need and v/olcomo. They havo resented the patronising attitude of
gument for God in Lato British Carl Sandburg and Willn Gather.
our foreign policy, and novor welThought ; Tho Human Vonturo in
Tho publisher , in rebutt al , said :
Sex, Lovo, and Marriage ; Introduc- "Tho persons listed here woro se- comed tho assistance which always
tion to tho Philosophy of Religion ; lected for inclusion on tho basis of comes with political strings atnnd Religion as Creative Insecurity. thoir stature in thoir chosen fields. tached. Tlie help which theso counMr. Bertocci is a mombor ' of tho Thoir political philosophy was in no tries aro receiving through tho
Poaco Corps is welcomed by them
American Philosophical Society, the way involved ."
because of its sincoroty and effecAmerican , Theological Society, tho
Ho also pointed out that , "To tiveness.
American Psychological Association , discuss, for example, American Litth o N ati on al Associ ati on of Bibli cal erature , without mentioning TheoIn many of the nowly ommorgont
In stru ct ors , and tho American Asso- d o re Dr o isor , Eugene O'Nei l , Sher- countries , tlio Poaco Corps workers
ciation of University Professors , In w ood And er son
, Sinclair Lewis , aro filling th o gap in middlo-lovol
1050-61 , ho was a Fulbright Re- Carl Sandburg, Ernest Hemingway, technical m anpower created by tho
or Willa Gather would bo highly absence of tho former colonial manBids f or Homecoming will go on misleading to tho student. "
agement. In this manner — by givsale this Friday. Thoy may bo purohasod from any member of IPO search Scholar in Italy, and in 1900- ing that assistance which reflects
and will also be sold in tho Spa. 01, ho was ft Fulbright Research th o genuine d esir e of Americans t o
Tho most important feature of tho Scholar in India. Ho taught Psy- help their follow mon ns men rabid is its prioo, For th o first timo chology and Philosophy in Harvard ther than as economic units
, tho
in many yours , th o co mmitt ee is Summ er School for several years ,
United States has created ono of
happy to announce that the prico and h as taught in tho summer
its
most off ootivo bulwark s against
has boon out, This year tho entire schools of San tloso , Calif ornia and
tho spread of Communism.
weekend can bo enjoyed for $5.00. tlio Univ ersity of Vermont.

Two Reactionary Groups
Criticize School Texts

Peter A. Bertocci
To Begin Series
Of Vesper Services

Letters To Editor

Editorial:

Co-ed Dining

Intermittently, there has been much talk of the possibilities of instituting co-ed dining. In fact , co-ed dining was one of the major
planks in the platform of .the incumbent Student Government officers. However, to date no one has advanced a plan which would make
co-ed dining arrangements practical.
The ECHO suggests the following plan : Very simply, arrangements could be made, under the auspices of Student Government, so
that men and women would have the opportunity to volunteer to
eat only lunch each day in the women's or the men's dining halls respectively. An equal number of men and women would be selected,
say the first 50 or sixty to sign up, and those students would then be
able to eat lunches at the dorms for which they signed.
The plan, as proposed , has several advantages. First of all , it will
require no changes in the preparation or serving of meals in the dining halls. Secondly, it would establish co-ed dining on a regular basis,
so that it would be. regarded as a natural thing, rather than as an
oddity. Thirdly, since many students have classes around lunch time,
it would not be necessary for either men or women to go a further
distance to get to lunch than they must now go. Fourthly, since there
is probably less difference between the quality of the lunches served
at the men's and women's dining than there is between qualities of
other meals, and since the arrangement stipulates only one meal a
day ; it would require less of a sacrifice on the part of the girls whose
food is generally better than the men's — than would an arrangement including all three meals each day.
The plan as proposed could, we are certain, be easily instituted
under the auspices of Student Government . If , after a semester's
trial period, the* arrangement proved to be satisfactory, then plans for
a more comprehensive co-ed dining program could be considered.

Honor System *Part"II

People encouraged to act honestly in but one aspect of their total
daily routine are, in reality, not being encouraged to act honestly at
all. They are being told , in effect, that their capacity for honesty
is not respected , that their ability to accept the responsibility implicitly
in an encouragement to honest behavior is considered defective. People act in a total context, not in partial context : irresponsibility in
one aspect of life will tend to slop over into the other areas of life.
One might therefore suggest that an honor system applicable only
to the academic life of the campus would be meaningless. If we grant
the necessity for an honor system, or even grant but the possibility of
such a system being considered — as was attempted last week in this
column — an honor system applicable to the non-academic life of
the campus must also be considered, as the inevitable corollary.
Again — and the point cannot be too greatly stressed — we are either
honest or dishonest, but not both.
Certain problems arise , however, in the proposing of a non-academic honor system. One's proposals cannot be at all specific, in regard to rules, as they were in considering the academic half of such
an issue: the "right" and the "wrong" are not quite so clear-cut. For
instance, it might be the view of the editorialist that, for moral reasons, women's hours ought to be reduced, or at least not furth er liberalized. To suggest such a notion in a proposal for a non-academic
honor system would be meaningless : it is not our purposes here to
prescribe rules, for by the very nature of an honor system, the entire
student body ought to have a good deal to say about what rules are
to be made. Rather it is our purpose, then , to suggest certain of the
implications of an honor system, and certain of its prerequisites.
Continued on Pag e Six
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Maturity " is one of those words
which is bandied and sailed around
the Colby campus as easily and foolishly as "apathy" and "conformity". Teachers tell us that we are
learning to be "mature" at college
•— meaning, perhaps , that we are
fashioning ourselves (being fashioned ) in such a way that we will
be better suited to the world wo
face after college — a world in
which we have to deal with a greater part of society as a whole than
that with which we are now dealing. Students too use this word in
either condemning or condoning acts
of fellow students or acts of their
own. On its various uses around
the campus, "maturity" is a virtue,
"immaturity" is not.
But does this virtue (or sin) have
any validity, any meaning in and of
itself? Would a man stranded on
an island find any use in such a
word ? It is doubtful. Isn't "maturity ", then, a concept which finds
its apparent value between two or
more men in contact — the one
acting and the other judging? The
man on the island would find little ,
if any, use for such a word ; his
judgments would be limited to his
survival and little else — indeed
his whole credo would be built
around his full or empty stomach.
"Virtue" and "vice", "maturity"
and "immaturity", are words for
men in societies, ghettos, and
cliques.
But although it is an interesting
question whether mortality as a
whole " is nothing more than an arbitrary game set up and played in
order to maintain the sanctity of
cohesion of society, that is not the
question here. "Maturity" is talked
about,, praised , called "good" and
"right" — in short, it is babbled
and screamed , whispered , bowedbefore and crowned. Why ? One conceivable purpose of all this talk is
that i t ' may ' place "maturity" in a
position envisioned , but not yet
achieved ; a position of universality
and concreteness ; a position only
seen in the future , never in the
present. And it is likely to remain
in the future and remain only a
word — a word misty and without
definition when applied to men. It
will remain an unidentified ideal
which men will talk and talk about
in order to prove its present reality,
it virtue , its necessity. "Maturity"
is a necessity say those who bow
to the existing social structure and
morality. But what is overlooked
is the meaning — the universally
•applicable meaning — of tho word.
The word is now used with some
intangible universal tone ol voice.
In short , tho argument falls to:
necessity breeds truth bocauso truth
is a necessity, Thus to talk about
it as a universal and existent entity
sooms to "prov e" that said entity
sure ly exists.
Tho dictionary, always unsatisfactory on word s of this typo , runs
many definitiona. Among them :
"Completely worked out ; made
ready for destined application or
use ; perfected . . . " or , "Of or
pertaining to a condition of full
development . . ." The former is
given as an example of a plan : "a
mature plan "; tho latter as a "man
of manure years", Both may bo
usod?* hero to . illustrate ono particular point : that tho matter of
"m aturit y ", whon imposed on a
man , is a subjective matter whether it bo ono individual judging another or a group ju dging tho individual or another group — the individual seldom judges tho group 1
If ono attempts to put tho word
within limits , it becomes either too
inclusive or too cramped. What is
tho "destined application " ( or , if
you will , destiny, goals , ondfi) of a
man P Can another man judge it P
Wh at i s his "perfection " P And
isn 't oaoh man develop in g all
through his lifo — oven in death —.
and novor reaching his destination P
Th oso definitions , as w ell as th o
others givon in tho dictionary, im-
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October 9, 1961
The regular weekly meeting of Student Government was called to
order by President Frank Wiswall. The secretary's report was read
and accepted. The treasurer reported a cash deficit and a sinking
fund balance. Representatives of Pan Hellenic Council, IFC, Senior
Class and Stu-G V. P. were absent.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1. There were several announcements concerning various invitations and programs open to Colby
Students, especially through. NSA.

OLD BUSINESS

1. It was reported that the library has in the past remained closed
on Sunday mornings in an attempt
to encourage Sunday morning worship participation. It was voted by
the council to pursue a further increase in librar y time and space
facilities, especially opening the All
Hours Study Room at 9 a.m. on
Sunday.
2. A . discussion on hazin g was
held and it was recommended that
in the future the hazing period be
shorter. A motion was made and
defeated that beanies not be required for entrance to the football
game. Full scale hazing was again
urged for the final week.
3. The Honor System has been
referred to the faculty by Stu. G.
4. Announcement was made of a

freshman class meeting, Oct. 19 at

7 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel at which
time the Interim Committee will be
elected.
5. The sidewalk proposed by Stu
G last spring (to run from the women's dorm to the Lovejoy and Eustis sidewalks) will be installed and
maintained through the winter.
6. A motion was made and passed
that Stu G- assume the expense of
joly^ a^perspectiye — ...the perspective
of a' god , a judge , a society which
will say what these "perfections ",
these "destined applications", and
these "full developments" are .
"But , " it will be said , "if we
throw out such a word — and the
other word s just like it which make
us able to judge truth fully our society — how shall we separate the
men from the hoys — the good
from the bad?" The answer is that
since men need such word s, they
will exist. Necessity and surity, and
necessity and truth are now so seldom antonyms that it is almost
useless to try to unscrew them.
Perhaps the realization that such
a word is only arbitrary — chosen
by smal l minds to cover largo
areas ,• perhaps tho realization that
talking about it will not make it
true ; and perhaps the fact that if
a man has a desire to use such a
word it would be better to apply it
only to himself without extending
it to others — perhaps , and only
perhaps , tho word "m aturit y " will
gain its true value — a value to
the individual who is afflicted with
it.
Specific examples of this shouting of "the truth" come from "our
very own " campus : the first being
the January Plan and tho second ,
the Honor System , Thoso aro not
the only examples of our campus
"m aturit y ", hut thoy servo , by
thoir implicit cal l to "mature individuals ", to point out tho arbitrarity of such word s ("honor " and
"m aturit y ") and tho inanity of
t alkin g lik e fr a nti c childr en ab out
th orn.
Tlio January Plan has been variously discussed, No doubt it took a
good doal of mental ingenuity to
conceive it and put it into a practical form. But among all thoso who
discuss it , ono of th o high points in
tho conversation is bound to bo tho
fact that it will p r ove a certain
"maturity " on tho students ' parts
if th oy are able to fulfill tho expectations tho plan involves : indep end ent stud y and a th esis o n that
Continued on Pago Fivo

calling home varsity scores directly
to the "New York Times" in an attempt to insure immediate printing.
If this proves successful , Stu G- wi ll
recommend that Public Relations
assume the responsibility and expense.
7. Upon request the Chapel will
be lighted every evening.
8. The Constitutional
revision
committee was formed and will begin meetings this week. It was repeated that the committee is open
to any written suggestions for reform and open hearings will be held
on the revisions.

NEW BUSINESS

1. It was moved and passed that
Stu G sponsor a series of forums
on current events and other topics
which would stimulate Colby interest on significant topics.
To avoid minimizing the effectiveness of other organizations involved
in similar programs , combined presentations will be scheduled. It
was suggested that this would give
a means of testing campus feeling
on issues discussed , as a poll of
opinion after discussion. Such information would provide a more
sound basis from which we could
formulate policies and opinions in
an NSA reference.
Respectfully submitted ,
Nancy Kudriavetz
Secretary

Blue Key Urges
Adherence to Rule
It lias recently come to the attention of the members of Blue Key
that a rather blatant violation of
the drinking rule occurred at the
football game between Colby and
the University of Bridgeport. This
particular incident involved three
freshmen who were probably unaware of the soul-searching, and
even the scepticism , with which the
Administration took tlio step of
changing the old drinking rule from
one which prohibited any drinking
on campus to one which permits
limited drinking. Many students
felt that this action was not only
a valuable change in itself , but was
also a harbinger of a more liberal
attitude on tlio part of the administration, and challenge to the students to prove their integrity and
ability to handle the increasing personal responsibility implicit in an
extension of prerogatives.
Such beh avior as this , wh eth er
done by freshmen or upperclassmen ,
may moan a return to tho previous
drinking rule and , still more impo rtant , tho growth of a generally
m ore reactionary attitude on tlio
part of the administration. If tho
beginning of a moro liberal outlook
roally does exist at Colby, it is at
present surely a frail p la n t wh oso
development will depend in largo
measure on how tho student body
reacts to reduced restrictions.
Because tho Blue Key members
aro keenly nwn.ro of tho closiro for
in creased personal freedom and responsibility on the part of many Oolby stud onts , th oy wish t o ex p r ess
th oir p ositi on on this in cid ent and
thoir rationale for it in order that
freshmen in particular might realize that certain notions which don 't
soom roally bad may bo quite detrimental to a freer Oolby community,

Blue Key

.

Betsy Fraser ,

J udy Eyges,

/«
*./*»

Betsy Lyman, ATO

ADP

LCA

Kathy

Diane Terry,

Rees, PDT

DKE

"

Barbara Dro itcour,

Ann Starr Williams, KDR

DU

In this issue, we are proud to present to you the candidates for
Homecoming Queen . Each fraternity has nominated a co-ed from
the freshman class. Friday night , at the dance, each coup le will have
an opportunity to vote for their favorite candidate. The winner will
be announced that evening and will be crowned by last year 's Queen ,
Peggy Chandler.
This year the fraternities have land she was a member of Math
outdone themselves in choosing ten Club, Dramatic Club, the yearbook
of the most attractive girls in the staff and a cheerleader. She has
freshman class.
joined Outing Club and is a freshAlpha Delta Phi will be represent- man cheerleader here.
ed this year by Betsy Fraser. Perky
Tau Delta Phi selected Betty
Betsy is from Springfield, Pennsyl- Wakefield a graduate of Northfield
,
vania. In high school she was sec- School where she was in choir
,
,
retary of her class, a member of sports, and campus government.
Student Council and the National Betty made glee club here at Colby
Honor Society, and active in sports. and is a member of the Outing
Betsy plans on majoring in German . Club.
Adora Clark , PLP
The Alpha Tau Omega candidate
Gayle Lenz concludes the list. debating Club , Jazz Club , Student
is Betsy Lyman , who hails from
She was chosen by Zeta Psi. From Council and sports in high school.
Urbana , Illinois. Blonde Betsy was
Stamford , Connecticut , Gail was in Biology is her choice for a major.
a member of the cheerleading and
swimming squads , a class officer ,
and in the National Honor Society
in high school. Here at Colby she
is a freshman cheerleader and is in
S.C.A. and Outing Club.
Diane Terry, from Longmeadow,
Massachusetts , will represent Delta
Kappa Epsilon . Diane hopes to maby Dick Pious
jor in sociology. National Honor SoThe recent resumption of nuclear testing by the Soviet Union and
ciety, Student Government, and
Glee Club kept her busy in high the United States has set off a controversy among nuclear scientists
school .
in this country over the desirability of perfecting the Neutron Bomb.
Delta Upsilon has chosen Barbara This type of bomb is designed to ield the maximum amount of radiy
Droitcour who comes from Warwick ,
ation and the minimum amount of blast and radioactive fall-out posRhode Island. Barb graduated from
Warwick High , where she was a sible. As such, it is distinguished from the "dirty " bombs which conas mortar warheads , anti-tank rockcheerleader and in Student Govern - centrate on fall-out.
ment and National Honor Society.
Scientists opposed to the develop- ets and mines, and short range rocShe has joined Outing Club, S.C.A., ment of the Neutron Bomb point ket warheads , these weapons . will
Hangout and Young Republicans out that we already have the power enable one of America's Pentomic
here at Colby.
to destroy the Soviet Union with divisions to destroy enemy advances
Ann Star Williams is Kappa Del- existing weapons , and therefore the on the ground without being exta Rho's choice. Dark haired Ann development of this weapon would posed to the great danger of blast
is interested in majoring in sociol- be wasteful , only duplicating exist- and fall-out. In this respect the
ogy, During her secondary school ing capabilities. Also, existing wea- United States has two great adcareer she was a cheerleader , active pons in our stockpile can be "tink- vantages over the Soviet Union.
in sports , and in choir and Student ered with" without further testing Since we now are geared to the use
Government.
in order to increase their immediate of atomic warheads in each of the
Lanida Chi Al pha's sweetheart is radiation yield. The scientists point weapons named , and since our divJudy Eyges. Judy 's on our peppy out that the creation of the new isions have been organized for alfreshman cheer squad . She was also type of weapon would only further most ten years on the atomic or
a cheerleader in high school , as well complicate the problems of disarm- "Pentomic" stru ctur e, we could
easily introduce perfected neutron
as vice-president of her senior class ament.
warheads. In addition , diie to our
and a member of tho National HonUnd oubtedly, all that these scien- superior capability for miniaturizaor Society. From Marblehoad , Masstists say is true. We can destroy tion and our lead in nuclear
,
weaachusetts, Jud y wants to maj or in
the Soviet Union with our weapons , pon technology, we can develop and
psychology.
we can increase the radiation yield produce those weapons in far
shortPhi Delta Theta is pinning its
without further testing, and tho er time than the Soviet
Union. The
hopes on Kathy Iteos, who is from creation of the now bomb
surely
Leavittown , New York. Here at will not make negotiations on dis- use of . neutron warheads at the inf antr y l evel would p r obabl y shif t
Colby Kathy wants to major in
armament any easier. However, the balance of
power in Europe to
French , and has joined Powder and
thoro are two good reasons why tho the West.
Wi g and tho Modern Dance Club. United States should develop
tho
The second reason for dovoloping
In hi gh school she was on tho yearneutr on bomb , Tho first reason is tho neutron bomb is
psychological.
book staff and in National Honor purely military . A
. g r oa t militar y The new bomb si gnif i es t o tho worl d
Society,
advanta ge will bo obtain ed by tho at thi s timo th o ultimat
e in nu clear
Adora Clark , Pi Lamb's candi- nation that utilises small scale neutechnology,
just
as
the
orbiting,', of
dat e, is on o o f our now Colb yottes. tron weapons on the inf antr y level.
Continued on Pago Fivo
At Dooring High School in Port- Usod as medium range artillery and

Scientists Disagree on
Use of Neutron Bomb

Betty Wakefield,

Gayle Lenz, ZP

TDP

Ralph Noel earned an easy
victory over Bruce Penn , 8 and
7, in the firs t match of the Colby Golf Tournament. The intracollege tournament , -<hich is
played under match play rules ,
has been an annual event on the
sports scene since its conception
in the fall of 1957.
The other first-round opponents who will compete this week
at the Waterville Country Club
are as follows : Bruce Marshall
vs. Ernie Sagalyn ; John MoNabb vs. Tom Richardson ; Ron
Ryan vs. Ned Platnor.
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Member Federal Deposit
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MAJESTIC
RESTAURANT
Home Style Cooking
Amorloun & Syrian Food

Located At

OO TEMPLE STREET
Air Conditionin g

'

51 Main Street
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Maine
Chargo Accounts
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BERRY'S
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GET YOUR CAR READY
For Now and tho Fall Season I
Complete Repair Service
»

For All Cars
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i

;

GARAGE

51 North Stroot

TR 2-0471

'
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Soccer Team Defeats
Lowell, Gets Revenge

Mules Lose Toug h One
To Tufts Squad , 16 - 14
by Bill Hallett

Maybe the score puts Colby at the short end in the records, but

to chalk up last Saturday's 16 - 14 setback at the hands of a big,
strong, Tufts squad as just a loss on Colby's record , would be an in-

Mules Conquer Only Foe
Ever To Defeat Them, 3-1

justice to a team that fought its heart out and darn near clipped
powerful foes.

its

The Mules almost .pulled . the game out of the fire in the fourth
period, but 260 pound Carmine
Colby's soccer team roared to a 3 - 1 revenge victory over last year's nemesis, Lowell Tech , SatParisi somehow perpetrated a pruurday. Lowell is the sole blemish on Colby's present 3 1 - 1 record .
dent piece of palmistry on Colby's
ace quarterback Ken Bee to quell
The first period started slowly for both teams. It was characterized by extraordinary heading disthe last rising by the Mules. And
plays and Colby's tight defense. During the last minutes of the first period , Colby's linemen app lied
to
precede the insult hy injury, the
pressure to the Engineer's defense. Colby's left wing, Stam Tsitsopoulous, picked up a pass near the
The Outing Club has batted 1.000 Jumbos scored their first touchLowell nets and obliged his team mates with the first tally of the afternoon.
this year by sponsoring an activity down on the last play of the openevery weekend. Members have been ing half when fullback Ron Deveaux
Colby dominated the second perito Camden , Katahdin , Mt. Blue, raced 69 yards with a screen pass.
od with a determined offensive that
Barren
Mt. Future trips are planned That closed the half with Colby on
at
the
wrong
moments.
exploded
to
entertain
the 340 club members. top, 16-8.
The Blue and Gray inside linemen
One
active
division of the Outing
booted three shots within inches of
Colby opened up a 14-0 lead in
Club
is
the
Yacht
Council. Despite the first half on two touchdown
a score. Lowell launched an offensthe lack of yachts and no practice , passes by Bee. The classy Mule sigive which was stifled by an alert
members have placed second and nal-caller twice pitched to end
Colby backfield and the saves of the
third in intercollegiate meets this Bruce Waldman for six-pointers.
Mule goalie John Crowell.
fall. The Council holds an Associate Both were - nine yard passes with
Colby went into the third period
Membership in the N. E. I. S. A. Waldman making a sensational divwith the slim margin of 1-0. Colby
Full Memb er ship is denied only be- ing catch of the second. Coach Clifcontinued to keep pressure on the
cause of the lack of a fleet. The ford decided to break his usual
Engineers , but Lowell wasn't preneed at present is money for four strategy of kicking for the extra
pared to buckle under too early. In
International 12' s. Facilities are points , inasmuch as he knew Tufts
an extended drive Burdurogli , the
available for sailing at the Outing would be going for the two-pointers.
White and Black center forword ,
Club Lodge on Great Pond.
Continued on Page Five
boomed a goal from the center of
the penalty circle. Lowell continued to harass Crowell and the Colby defense for the rest of the period.
by Bruce Hertz

Yacht Council
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Fred Merrill of Colby lashed a Fred Watkms leads a Colby attack against the Lowell Tech soccer
goal through Lowell territory in the team.
first seconds of the fourth quarter.
Tsitopoulous and Diaz worked the
ball well on the outside. Their passes were precise and accurate. Pete
Duggan , a substitute center forBy Phil Bruce
ward , took advantage of the situaAnother athletic activity has retion by blasting the final tally.
cently been added to Colby's fall
By Pete Fellows
s
defense
prevented
Lowell
Colby'
The 1961 freshman squad may list of sports. Cross-country, dead
irom entering scoring territory.
provide a few surprises for their here for many years, is being refollowers this season as they open vived by a group of interested runAfter the game, Coach Mike tlie season against M.C.I, this af- ners.
Organized under the direction of
Loebs said, "I am not satisfied ternoon. Though hampered by a lack
varsity
football and track coach
with the offensive attack and there of bench strength , the . 21 man team
John
Simpson
, it is the aim of this
has to be a lot of work done before is strong with spirit and drive.
cross-country
club , as it is now
Coach John Winkin's eleven got
the Norwich meeting." The coach
called
to
have
cross-country recog,
a preview of their short four gamo
felt that Captai n John Crowell,
nized
as
a
full
fall sport at Colby.
campaign this season in a scrimDick Schmaltz , and Shelley Vincent mage against M.C.I, on October 4. This sport is generally considered
were the outstanding defensive At that time , the lack of previous to be an excellent conditioner for
track and other activities.
players. The offensive starters Diaz contact was evident as M.C.I, conMatt Perry, senior track captain ,
and Merrill may not bo in Satur- trolled tho play, both offensively
it
participating as runner-coach. A
and defensively. With each series
day's game because of injuries. Allarge
percentage of those taking an
of plays , however, the Blue and
though Colby beat Norwich last G-ray became stronger ; and , by the active part are freshmen , but all
year, tho Cadets have put together end of the scrimmage they dominat- fou r classes are represented.
Continued on Page Five
Continued on Page Six
a strong veteran team.

Frosh Eleven Will Cross-Country Is
Face MCI Today Formed At Colby
In Season Opener
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I browse around in our newly remodit eled store.
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Visit our new shop ... The Colby

| Corner ... and see the largest pic1
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I ture of Colby College in the country
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will be accepted. All contributions ,
in Roberts ' Union or with a mem-
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We invite you to come down and

Poems, Short Stories and Essays
should be left a, A. Echo office
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WHERE CO LBY BO Y S MEET

ber of the Echo Staff.

1
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Ludy '21

Pacy '27

Howie '41
t

MULES LOSE
Continued from Page Four After failing on their first attempt,
the Mules connected for two points
after the second score when Bee ran
the ball over the goal line.
Deveaux finally broke loose in
the second half and paced the Jumbos to their winning score on a 65
yard march. The fullback himself
carried the pigskin into paydirt
from the one. Deveaux , who had
previously been averaging 9.3 yards
per carry, was held to a scant 101
yards in 27 carries Saturday.
Coach Clifford stated after the
game that it was a "tremendous
-effort by our team," although there
was a letdown in the second half.
The Mules had opportunities , but
could not cash in. Twice in the second half , the visitors got down to
the enemy five, but couldn't go any
farther.
Looking ahead , though , the
Mules will be taking on Springfield
College tomorrow afternoon before
;a Parents' Weekend throng. Colby
fans may expect to see a slight
;shakeup in the DVIules' lineup.
Charles Thayer is a doubtful starter at left guard, and as a result,
junior Bill Olson will be moving in
to take his place. Thayer injured
his shoulder in the savagely played
game Saturday, and although it
•does not appear too serious, it
might keep him on the bench tomorrow. Clifford is also contemplating moving sophomore Bob
Drewes into the starting left tackle
slot because of "his all around excellent plan." Ken Palmer is now
ready for active duty behind start-

er Jim Bridgeman in the center
slot.
The backfield sees the competition
still very keen as a two-way battle
has developed over the fullback position. Bing Beeson , a soph , has
earned himself a starting role at
right half back , for the time being,
anyway, and John McHale is now
fighting it out with Dave Cox for
fullback.
As for tomorrow's encounter, the
Mules are not quite sure what they
will see. Springfield has lost its
first two games this year, and they
could throw anything in an attempt
to break the skein tomorrow. Amherst knocked off the Maroons , 240 in the opener, while Williams
turned the trick last week , 18-7.
The Springfield squad will be displaying a spread formation with a
strong passing offense. Dave Leete,
a junior letterman, will be doing
the calling, and should prove a challenge to the top notch pass defense
by the Blue and Gray.

Ross will be the sure-fisted flankers. At the guard slots will be Rick
Davis and either Bob Ferguson or
Dave Cutler , the latter of the two
being the most probable starter.
John Tewhey will be over the ball
at center.
Al Grzleeki , a former halfback,
will call the signals. Al is an excellent passer ; and , with practice,
can become an adept ball-handler.
Herb O'Neill, who showed good
power and speed in the pre-season
bout , will handle one halfback slot ,
with small , but tough , Chris Brown
at the other. Alton Swan , a rugged,
hard runner will assume the fullback slot. Can Ostendorf , a halfback , is the alternate starter , and
will replace O'Neill on the defense.
Rounding out the line are center
Ken Bryan , guard George Hooker,
tackle Don Bessemer, and ends
Whit Bobbins and Paul Ross. Dave
Martin and Bob Hodge are replacements at halfback and fullback ,
respectively.

FROSH ELEVEN
Continued from Page Four
ed play.
The Colby frosh will utilize the
straight T-formation with occasional
variations. The pass defense stands
to be a weak point , as was shown
by the consistent success of the
M.C.I, aerials in the scrimmage.
The Baby Mules' forward wall is
strong at the tackles, where 215
pound Paul Martin and a speedy
210 pounder , Dennis Carter , will be
stationed. Matt Riddell , a converted quarterback who may see some
action at that position ; and Gary

LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Two
material. And why is it that there
is so much talk about the "maturity" of the students ? Why? It is
simply because everyone knows that
there will be a certain number who
will not .work as hard (not act as
"maturely") as the others. Indeed ,
they may not do any work — perhaps they will use material long
since filed. And the others , "hopefully " a majority, will study assiduously ("maturely") and perhaps
not do as well as those who have
done nothing except type up mat-

erial already - collected. So it is
talked, and talked and talked —
how "mature'.' the Colby -student
ist So, what ? Can I judge of my
compatriots "maturity" .— and
can he judge - mine ? All the clatter
and bustle in the world , has only
the slimmest chance of . convincing
those who will not study. (And let
us here dispense with protestations
of altruism and brotherly affection : to look around-the campus
and to listen means that you cannot but know that there are very
few students - who enjoy studying
more than another only to find that
he, the former , has received a lower
grade.)
And why all this talk of the virtue of not cheating ? To "cheat" is
to get caught. Only then is it a sin.
To cheat and not get caught may
be helpful — even "virtuous" (if
the B.A. is the highest virtue at
Colby). Cheating only becomes
problematical when the cheater has
been . brought up, so "matured",
that he thinks cheating to he universally evil— harmful even to himself. Why all this talk about the
Honor System ? Could it be that
"honor", like "maturity", is valuable only in groups : some judging ,
others judged ? And where is this
line drawn , in "honor", between
cheating on an exam and being so
virtuous that one reports another
who is not wily enough not to get
caught. If "honor" has a value of
its own , if "maturity" has one of
its own , and if these words have
any meaning, they will come out
not in terms of aphorisms and "intelligent" discussions, but silently,

with no need to prov6 themselves.
"Honor " and "maturity": two
words , two sounds — arbitrary
words. Society falls without, these
words , and others of the type,
which give cohesion and assurance
even when in doubt. The Colby
"family" might dissolve into a chaotic honesty — honesty nonetheless :
a lack of hypocrisy — without these
inventions. One cannot read the
newspaper without finding people
screaming ''honesty'' , ''maturity'',
and general "virtue" so loud that
these creations sink into the brain
and foam out at the mouth as easily
as one, two, three. We shall have
them : they are necessary. Let us
add the sacrosanct and the virtuous and forget the enigmatic remainder.
Adam Fisher
SCIENTISTS DISAGREE
Continued from Page Four
sputniks signified at one time the
highest level of space technology.
This sj'mbolized use of the bomb
gives a tremendous propaganda
edge to the side that develops it. A
Soviet announcement on the successful firing of a neutron weapon ,
while not in itself militarily important on the basis of their present
weapons technology, would further
strengthen the Soviet hand at negotiations on Berlin , the United Nations , and Southeast Asia. We cannot afford to give the Soviet this
edge.

WHO is at work on a satellite system for global telephone and TV transmission?

'

FOR GOD,
FOR COUNTRY
and FOR COLBY

j

WHO provide s the communic ations channels for America 's missile defenses?

All organiz ations are requested to submit up to date constitutions to the Secretary of Student
Government this week. This is
imperative as th e Student Gov- !
ernment files must be brought ;
to date.

|
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WHO is girdlfn g the globe with communi cations for Ameri ca's first man into space ?
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Harold B. Berdeen

WHO tapped the sun for electric power by inventing the Solar Battery?

Job , Novelty & Social Printing
" We Give You Service "
Telephone TR 3-3434
88 Pleasant St.
Waterville

WHO used the moon for two-way conversations across the country?
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TONY'S
FABULOUS
'

Italian Sandwiches and Pizzas
At the Rotary
Call Ahead and Have Your
Order Waiting
TR 2-9731

>
!

Open Sundays at 4:00 p.m.

WHO guided Tiros and Echo into accura te orbit ?
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WHO made your pocket radio possible by inventing the Transistor?
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WHO maintains the world's lar gest , finest industrial research facilities?

1S6 - 158 Main Stroot
Givos Tho Colb y Student
SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING
Quality Sorvioo - 1 Hour Sorvioo
For your convenience will deliver

WHO supplies the most and the best telephone service in the world?
'

WHO has the UNIVERSAL communicatio ns or ganization ?

TH ERE'S ONLY ONE ANSWE R TO ALL TEN QUESTIONS
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Gas Tan k Full?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
!
!
See
"COOKIE " MICHEAL !
Corner of North & Pleasant Sts. !

Pioneering in outer space to improve communications on earth
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HONOR SYSTEM
Continued from Page Two
In the first place, an honor system must have its roots in the entire student body. The administration ought to have as little as possible to do with either its inception
or its operation. This condition
means that certain student organizations, most notably, Stu-G, the Judicial Board , and Women 's Student
League, have to be strengthened ,
have to be given the - power to enforce sucbT regulations as are made
without referring cases to the
Deans. These organizations ought
to serve as buffers between the student body and the administration,
leaving contacts between the two
groups on a social , pleasant basis.
Implicit in this argument is the
necessity, particularly for the Men's
Judicial Board , for reform. Trite
but true : these organizations lack
the respect due them. Partly, this
state is their own fault ; partly,
the student body is to blame. For
instance: the Men's Judiciary
ought to have the effective power to
consider infractions of the rules and
make recommendations without having to check their final decisions
with the Dean . Indeed , the Dean
ought not even to think of reversing
a Judicial decision — yet, on several occasions within the last year,
he has. Why ? One suggestion is
that the Board is in no way responsible to the student body, and
for this reason, has made poor decisions. The Board is self-perpetuating : it elects its own members.
Would it not be much wiser for each
class to elect its- own judicial representatives , say, toward the end of
its freshman year? For certainly,
a class does know which of its constituents it respects enough to put
in such a position , better than mem-
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Custom Made Clothes
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Waterville
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SPRING
ST. L A U N D R A M A I D
10 Spring St.
Waterville
SPECIAL EVERY WEEK
Chino 's Washed and Ironed 30c each
Special Get Acquainted Offer on Now
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KNIT IT YOURSEL F WEEK- OCTOBER 7-14

WELCOME

YARN SHOP
134 Main Street

PARENTS

JONES

YANKEE PEDLAR MOTEL
THREE COLBY SPECIALS

;
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Sunday Night Only
COMPLETE DINNERS
5.00 to 8:00 p.m.

L
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$1.50

DECORATING YOUR ROOM ?
We have original prints and drawings,
posters, wall-hangings, Lamps and many
other decorative accessories.

..

SHOPPI NG FOR A SPECIAL GIFT ?

Our selection of quality imported
merchandise gives you a wide choice in
hand-made articles of good contemporary
design and craftsmanship.
Come in and look around.
We're open daily from 10 to ,5.
Friday evening until 9. Closed Sundays.
ENTER AT RUMMELS ON SILVER STREET
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C A N A A N HOUSE
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"I don't know what the name of iplllj .^
the course is, but I've repeated it fl^l^s :
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19 Temple Street
TR 1-9814
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Colby Specials

W ESTINGHOUSE

Waterv ille, Maine

|

FINE FOOD FOR

PIZZA

i

GREENHOUSE

HARDWARE

Open Daily Till 10:00 p.m.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
21 College Avenue
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week. Several runners may also
compete in the Maine-State Championships. As the season progresses,
other meets may also be added.

COMPANY

i

i
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dents — as was the fault of the College to help its students to edu"rio-drinking" rule, repealed but cate themselves, it will have been
slipshod in its responsibilities until
two years ago.
it allows us to take the responsibilBits of progress have been made.
ities that we need to learn how to
The repeal of the "no-drinking"
utilize.
rule is one example of such progress ; another indication of a tenCROSS-COUNTRY
dency toward increasing the amount
Continued from Page Four
of honor and responsibility expected
Cross-country involves long disof the student body is manifested tance or hill and dale running. Colin the recent liberalization of senior lege distances vary from two to five
women's hours. But bits are not miles. Bowdoin , Bates , and Maine
enough: Colby's students deserve to have active cross-country programs ,
be given responsibility for them- Colby offers the only exception ,
The club's schedule includes a
selves, that is meaningful, responmeet with Bowdoin on October 28,
sibility for the totality of their beadding to the soccer and football
havior. If it is the function of the competition of that day, and a meet
with Waterville High this coming^

Reform of student organizations
is not , of course , the only condition
requisite to an honor system. Obviously enough, proposals for specific rules ought to be publicly
hammered out , fashioned by a student body aware of the responsibility of its undertaking. Too, the
whole student body is not likely —
as is a small segment of it — to
make illegal a situation common
enough to make rule-breakers of all
but a minute percentage of stu-

i

HART ' S

i

bers of the Board do. Furthermore,
elected officials do have a certain
sense of responsibility that appointees do not have — in fact , if not
in theory ; and we are trying to deal
with realities as bases for an honor
system. (It should be said , as explicitly as possible, that no attempt
is being made to slander in any
way the present Board or its members ; at worst, they only reflect a
situation not of tlieir own making,
and at best , they manage to do
quite a bit more. But there are
problems here which need to be
faced. A Judicial Board ought to
have the power to suggest that a
student depart these environs, if
his offense merits such action, and
it ought to have such respect that
the administration does not become
forced to take an official stand ,
thus permanently marring a students' record. The Judiciary ought
to serve as a buffer in this way : by
making official recommendations
with the force to be obeyed , that
do not leave the permanent scars of
an administrative censure.
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDE RFUL SMOKES !
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GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER IN C ESSANTLY .
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